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Abstract
Given common priors, no agent can publicly estimate a non-zero sign for the difference between his estimate
and another agent’s future estimate. Thus rational agents cannot publicly anticipate the direction in which other
agents will disagree with them.
 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The ‘agreeing to disagree’ literature typically has two kinds of results: consensus and convergence.
Consensus results show how something like common knowledge of a property of agents’ beliefs
implies stronger agreement. For example, agents must have identical estimates of a real-valued
random variable when they have common knowledge of their exact estimates (Aumann, 1976), of a
separating point (Sebenius and Geanakoplos, 1983), of which agent has the highest estimate (Hanson,
1998), or of a sum of strictly monotonic functions of agent expectations (McKelvey and Page, 1986;
Neilsen et al., 1990). Replacing common knowledge with common belief gives similar results
(Monderer and Samet, 1989; Neeman, 1996; Sonsino, 1995).
Convergence results show how the commonality of belief required for these consensus results can
arise from repeated information exchange. For example, announcing a property of agents’ beliefs is
typically assumed to produce common knowledge of that fact. If announcing informs agents, however,
then this common knowledge is of what the property was, and not of what it became after the
announcement. However, in a finite world with fixed private information, an infinite sequence of
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announcements eventually reaches a point where no one learns anything new. At that point the
common knowledge produced by the announcement does apply after the announcement, and so in this
case, repeated announcements can eventually produce common knowledge of a property of beliefs
(Geanakoplos and Polemarchakis, 1982; Sebenius and Geanakoplos, 1983; McKelvey and Page, 1986;
Neilsen et al., 1990; Hanson, 1998). Related results can apply in non-finite worlds (Nielsen, 1984).
The empirical relevance of these convergence results is unclear. Some belief properties, when
announced, typically produce convergence in a single step, but can require enormous amounts of
information in that single step (McKelvey and Page, 1986; Neilsen et al., 1990). Other properties
require only a few bits of information per announcement, but may then require an enormous number
of announcements (Hanson, 1998). Worse, if agents acquire new private information between
announcements, all of these processes can fail to converge.
This letter, in contrast, describes an agreeing to disagree type result where convergence is certain
after one announcement of zero bits of information about one agent. If we define a disagreement to be
the difference between two agent’s estimates of a random variable, then the consensus result of this
letter is that common knowledge of the sign of one agent’s estimate of a disagreement implies that
estimate is zero. The convergence result of this letter is that common knowledge of this sign results
from a single announcement of this sign, even when agents concurrently obtain other information.
And since the sign must be zero, the announcement’s content is completely anticipated, and so
requires zero expected bits.
A natural interpretation of this result is that rational agents cannot publicly anticipate the direction
in which other agents will disagree with them. This is another ‘no agreeing to disagree’ type result,
except that instead of describing the mythical end of a conversation where opinions never change, it
applies at any point during the conversation. It thus seems more applicable to realistic situations, and
more susceptible to empirical tests (though such testing still seems far from easy).

2. Analysis
Let V be a finite set of states of the world v. Let two agents, named one and two, have common
non-degenerate prior beliefs pv . 0, and receive private information according to partitions of V. Call
agent one’s partition I, and let I(v ) denote the element of I containing v. Let agent two’s partition
similarly be J.
If agent one is Bayesian, then given any real-valued random variable Vv , if the true state is v * he
will have a conditional expectation of V given by

O
O

v [I(v * ) pv Vv
Xv * 5 E[V uI(v * )] 5 ]]]]]
.
v [I(v * ) pv

(1)

Bayesian agent two will similarly have an expectation Yv 5 E[V uJ(v )]. Agent one’s expectation of
agent two’s expectation is then Zv 5 E[YuI(v )]. Thus Zv 2 Xv is agent one’s estimate of how agent
two disagrees with agent one in estimating Vv .
For any true state v, we say it is common knowledge among agents one and two that the true state
is in (I ∧ J)(v ), where I ∧ J is the meet (or finest common coarsening) of the partitions I and J. We
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call an event E , V common knowledge at v if (I ∧ J)(v ) , E, and call a random variable V common
knowledge if the partition made of its variable value events Ev 5 hv [ V uVv 5 vj is a coarsening of
the common knowledge partition I ∧ J.
We can now prove that if it is common knowledge that one agent’s expectation of another agent’s
expectation is no less than his own expectation, then these two expectations of the first agent are
equal.
Theorem 1. If it is common knowledge at v that Zv $ Xv (or that Zv # Xv ), then Zv 5 Xv , and this
fact is common knowledge.
Proof. Since Xv 5 Xv * for all v [ I(v * ), we can rearrange Eq. (1) as

O

v [I(v * )

Xv pv 5

O

V pv .

v [I(v * ) v

Summing this over the partition elements I(v * ) , (I ∧ J)(v * ), we get

O

v [(I∧ J )(v * )

Xv pv 5

O

V pv

v [(I∧ J )(v * ) v

The equations similar to Eq. (1) for Y and Z, treated similarly, give

O
O

O
Z p 5O
Y pv 5

v [(I∧ J )(v * ) v

v [(I∧ J )(v * ) v

v

V pv ,

v [(I∧ J )(v * ) v

Y pv .

v [(I∧ J )(v * ) v

We see that these last three equations are all equal to each other, and so

O

v [(I∧ J )(v * )

(Zv 2 Xv )pv 5 0

(2)

If it is common knowledge at v * that Zv * $ Xv * , then this is true for all v [ (I ∧ J)(v * ), and so Eq.
(2) becomes a sum of non-negative terms set equal to zero, which can only be if each term in the sum
is zero. Thus for all v [ (I ∧ J)(v * ) we have Zv 5 Xv , and so this equality is common knowledge.
The result for Zv # Xv follows by applying the just proved result to the variable 2V. h
Agent information partitions can change with time. If at time t a rational agent has information K t ,
and then obtains new information described by a partition At , his time t 1 1 information should be the
join (or coarsest common refinement) of these partitions K t11 5 K t ∨ At . This implies K t11 (v ) ,
At (v ). Such a changing agent can be thought of as a sequence of agent selves with differing
information partitions K t . We can thus speak of common knowledge between two agent selves I s and
J t , even when s ± t. That is, we can say that it is common knowledge between those selves that the
true state is in (I s ∧ J t )(v ).
Let us say that agent self t, with information K t , has been reliably informed about the information
in partition A if K t (v ) , A(v ) for all v, and say this self is reliably informed about a random variable
if he is reliably informed about that variable’s value partition. When two agent selves are reliably
informed of a variable V, then V is common knowledge between them, since V ’s value partition is then
a coarsening of both agent partitions.
Let us apply Theorem 1 to two particular agent selves, agent one self s with information I s and
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agent two self t with information J t , for s , t. Thus Xv 5 E[V uI s (v )], Yv 5 E[V uJ t (v )], and Zv 5
E[YuI s (v )]. Let us define the variable positivity P of Z 2 X to be
Pv 5 1 if Zv 2 Xv . 0, and 0 otherwise.
Let the variable negativity N of Z 2 X be defined similarly, replacing . with , .
We can now show that no agent can tell any other agent about the direction of their disagreement.
That is, no agent can reliably inform a second agent of a non-zero sign of his estimate of the direction
in which, at a particular future time, that second agent’s opinion will differ from his own current
opinion.
Theorem 2. If agent two self t is reliably informed of P (or N), then Zv 5 Xv (and P5 N 50), and all
this is common knowledge.
Proof. Variable P is defined in terms of Z and X, both of which are constant across each I(v ). Thus P
must be constant as well, making agent one self s reliably informed about P. Since by assumption
agent two self t is also reliably informed about P, variable P must be common knowledge. When
Pv 5 1, it is thus common knowledge that Zv . Xv , which implies Zv $ Xv , and so by Theorem 1, we
have Zv 5 Xv , which is a contradiction. When Pv 5 0, it is common knowledge that Zv # Xv , which by
Theorem 1 implies Zv 5 Xv , and common knowledge of this fact, which in this case is not a
contradiction. Announcing instead the negativity N of Z 2 X only changes which of these two cases is
a contradiction. h
Note that the result of Theorem 2 is compatible with either agent acquiring new private information
as P or N is announced. Note also that since agent two knows with certainty that he will hear P 5 0 or
N 5 0, the expected number of bits required to communicate this information to him is zero. The
actual telling has no effect; it seems to be the commitment of agent one to tell the sign of the
disagreement that eliminates the disagreement.

3. Conclusion
This letter shows that, given common priors, no agent can ever tell another agent the direction in
which that other agent will, at some future time, disagree with his current opinion.
Most agreeing to disagree type results either assume common knowledge or belief, or show that
such commonality can arise from an indefinite sequence of announcements. The arrival of further
private information can prevent such convergence, however, and we know of no bounds on the
information that must be communicated in such processes. These features make these results harder to
test empirically.
In contrast, this new agreeing to disagree type result requires only a single announcement of zero
expected bits, and is robust to the concurrent arrival of new private information. These features of this
result should make it easier to test empirically, although far from easy, as there still remain many
other challenges to such testing.
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